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‘I am a little Soldier’



 

My name is Soloman snowham I eat, drink and sleep.

 

 

K.D. Ghosh
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‘International Association of writers for the defence of culture against

fascism’





(Indian Peoples Theatre Association

I.P.T.A.) 



We believe that the new literature of India must deal with the

basic problems of hunger and poverty social backwardness

and political subjection.
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We all thought of the director of the Play comrade Sambhu

Mitra who was kept away by an attack of Malaria contracted

at the Mymensingh Kisan School.






 

      

















         

     

       

           




           



 

         

         







           

           

         



 

       














         

    


 

   





 

     

   

          

               




  





 



 

  







 



   




    

           





         

         



        








 

          

















           

          

 

         

 

 

         



   


   










  





 

 

        














 

   



 

     

 

 

 



 

   





      



         



 

 







 






 

 





 



    

      

     



       










 

 









...After a brief discussion it was agreed that we Would put up

variety programme comprising a few suitable dance items and

a playet By tagore ... the final programme was announced by

com. Sambhu Mitra subsequently it was not for a variety

programme though but one for staging ‘Muktadhara’ by Tagore

... the entire ballet squad was engraged at this and adopted

an attitude of non-coperation with the drama squad ... with grate

difficulty however a settlement was reached... 



      

 

         



The gap between the two groups however remain as wide

as ever owing to subsequent estrangement.


 

           






 











 

   


 



 

  

  





 

  





 

    

       

  



 

            



 





 

 

 



 

        




 

 

 

 





 





      



 

    

  









         







    

 

  

 



       

       



        




 

 



           

 

 















         





          






 



 



 

   



 

    



       

  




      







 

 





 

   

 

 





 



 





  



 







 





 




 



The subtle conflict brought out more by Tagore’s inimitable

dialogues than through concrete action would not when staged

permit to easy apprehension sign by the majority of audience

and so stipped in the producer (Mr. Sambhu Mitra) with his

new psyechological technique and actorswith their rare gifts

of expressions to lift the audience to te ture of tagore’s

spirit.

 

 





  

 

    

         

     

    


 







   

   

 





 

 



 



  

  









  

 



      










 

 



       



 




 









 





    













      











        




           







       



    

 

     

 







 


  

 



    



 






 

  










 

 





   














 

  





  

 





‘Go ahead’.

   

 

 

    



    





        



 

         

        

 


         

 

 





 









           

 

 

  



The clould effect and other lighting in SARGIYA PRAHASAN

was very interesting






 



 



 











        










   





  

        





 

   



        

 



 

 



   

 

  

  

       

        

 

 








 

 

   





 ‘A dalls house’

 









 

 



  

   

 



 



         

  





 





 



  





   



  



  

 

  




‘The Times of India’

 

It was a shining and immaculate production which had both

pace and attack and several strudy, animated performances.

The key note was simplicity. The setting had dum devisd with

great economy and the lighting was unvariable through out.

The imphasis was on alting, which had fluency and

passion.






           

      

 

 

    

           



 

        Magnificent

depiction‘...is truly a glowing tribute

to the unparalled genious of the creator Sambhu Mitra’.

   ...’Proved that evening gripping

psychological plays by modern european and American

writers could be adapted with an authentic Indian background

because of their universality and intense human characters...
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H.M.V‘Poetry Ben-

gal’ (ECLP-2343)







 





 

 



       

 





















  


   







 





 





  





 



            

 









       

 

 

 

  





 

       





   





 

 

 



    











  



 



  

 



  



  

 

  

 



    

  





  

        









 

 






 



 

           



 





         

           

 










 

  

 









  













 

 

 

 

 



 



  


 

     





   









    

          

       

    

 






 



 

 















“Sambhu Mitra is Sixty”
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 ‘The Glimpes of

a Ganious’ 



  



 



    

 

 ‘And, I took the decision’
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 Go call a doctor.

  

  statement

Coward, coward-just like her.
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Meaning  

Bogus, idiot of the First Water


 ‘Tea set’  







   


 



         
















           



 


 



 






     







     



These people are

dangerous.


        





First get a job and then talk about keeping a regular servent!

Regular          

irregularly          
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Get out, Get out!
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politics under standing-

frustration
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Dramatic Realif





       

 

    





       





























 



  

 












 



       

 






        










           

 

     





 

 

     



           



         

        



 



 




 










 



  

  







 




















     


















 



 

   

  












 






  



















 

 





  
















 




 



          

 

        



 








  

         

 



  








        

 





  











 













           



            



 





         



 

        

 

 

  





   



  



 

  

Seeman Melvin





‘Meaning of Alieanation’
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‘Mythical’



 



 

 

 









 



  



  

 





 



  

 





 



  



  





  

       

 

          



         



 




 





        

 

       










           




 






 

  





 













        



 

 








       



  


 

  

      

        





















        





 











     



 



  

          





      

  


 





 




   






 







    

 

  



          

 

     







 





  

   

 

        








 







 







  

 

 

 










 

  

 

 



 



‘Myth’‘A traditional story of gods and heroes-a story

with a vailed meaning’



‘Myth’







     (Myth)   

  




Myth

Myth  ‘Standard Dictionary of

Folklore’

A story, presented as having actualy ocured in a previous

age, Explaning the cosmo logical and super natural traditions

of people, their gods, heros, caltural araits, relious beliefs, etc.

The purpose of Myth is to explain, ... ‘the science of a pre-

science age. ‘Thus Myths tell of the creation of man of animals

of landmarks’, ... not all crigin stories are Myths, however, the

Myth must have a religious background ... that its principal

actor or actors are duties; the stories are thus system. Matized

attcost to the extert that thay related to a cropes, of other

stories in which the given god is a member of funthcon.
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‘for a particular fault’
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“A Tragedy, then, is the imitation of an action that is serious

and also is having magnitude, complete in itself, in language

with pleasurable accessories each kind brought in separately

in the parts of the work; in a dramatic, not in a narrative form,

with incidents arousing pity and fear. Where with to

accomplish its cathersis of such emotions.”
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 exposition, rising ac-

tion, climax, failling action, catastrophe 
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 ‘Dramatic relief’
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Folk Jesture

 



 

 

Folk Jesture 

‘An Introduction to the study of literature’



Charactersation is the really Fundamental and lasting

element in the guatness of any dramatic work.
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 ‘Unity

of Plot’, ‘Ununity of Action’Unity of Place’ 
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The human soal has its inner drama which is

just the same as anything the that concerns man.’

 





         



  









   



   

 



  

   



    

 

   

         

   

     

        

        

       

 


       



  









 



  



 

         



 

        

      

   



       




 

   

  



 

 



 







    







 

 

 

            

 

  

 

  

 



 

         



 

 

           

 











       

  



 

 

 



 



 

 

 





 







 



 









 



 

      











 

 













  





   











           

 

  

  

 

         

 

  



 



 

 

 

 


(Light Script)



 

  

 



    





 

 



  



 







         







  

 






        

  




          



















 










        










 

 

 













  










 





   



     



         




 ‘The Tagore Dramatic Group’



  

        

‘The Statesman’
“IN AID OF THE EARTHQUAKE
RELIEF FUND 6TH APRIL-7 P.M.

RABINDRA NATH’S
RAKTAKARABI

AT





NATYA NIKETAN
Raja Raj Kissan Street in the immediate presence of the Poet

Tickets available at
CO-OPERATIVE BOOK DEPOT

Ashutosh Building, College Square, Calcutta
Entire Proceeds to go the Earthquake

Relief Fund”
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 NEW EMPIRE / TOMORROW MORNING AT 10 /

Rabindranaths / RAKTAKARABI Directed by Shambhu

Mitra  

       



 

 

 

 

 





 

  

 

 





“Sambhu Mitra and his Group Bahurupi should be com-

mended for the rendering of Rabindra Nath’s Raktakarabi at

the New Empire.

... in Bahurupies rendering of Raktakarabi the costumes de-

signs and delivery of speeches are all aimed to give concrete

forms of subtler shapes and colours.

Though Raja and Nandini retain some what the allegorical

form the whole atmosphere including other characters are

presented in a different light.

Those who are accustomed in believe that Raktakarabi is too

hard  and allegori to be cracked would wonder at workers in

overalls in dirt and soot participting in a play of Rabindranath.

Now here however the audiance feet that the director

intensifies the agony of the whole piece. Most of the utterance

in the play are given the natural speech rhythm and the poetic

phraseology which has chance to appear monotonous is

givena smooth movement.





Shrimati Tripti Mitra, who played the role of Nandini, should

be commended for this reason. The delivery of Raja (Sri

Shambhu Mitra’s role) however, leaves room for more

improvement. The treatment of the role of Bishu Pagal acted

by Shoven Majumder is interesting. That he is not an

accomplished singer has added to the poignancy of the role.

Amar Ganguly as Sardar. Kumar Roy as Gonshai.

Gangapada Basu as adhyapak, Md. Jakeria Fagulal and

Arati Mitra (Moitra) as Chandra  delighted the audience. The

setting deserves praise.”


  





... There have been a few previous amateurish attempts, but

non would compair with Buhurupi’s professional competence

in the production of the play. The piquant but immencely

utilitarian decor the artistically and intelligent use of darkness,

the off-stage unmusical and other effects and the perfectly

Keyed team feed for two hours (without a break) ...

However the tensness of the drama steped into the auditorium

could be measured by the Sponteneous outburst at the

occasional lines that afforded release in lightness.





Watching Tripti Mitra as Nandini one forgot to remember if

she was beautiful, so attractive was her performance. Another

man without Sambhu Mitra’s vocal range and power of

elocution could hardly have given more life to the part of the

King, who remains invisiable most of the time. Fagulal,

Chandra, Gokul, Adhyapak, Gosain, and the Sardar each of

them fitted admirable into their places, togather with

characters of smaller immportance. Bisu made up for lack of

finesse in robustness.

The soiled work-aday dress of the undergound workers, the

Khaki and bare guard, the sherwani and churidars of the

Sardar etc. bespeak a boldness on the director’s part which

the punctilions may construe as liberty. If anything, the charge

of inconsistency is more to the, and to equate the bare

bodied King, the biri-smoling workers and the symbolic set

would require the subtlest sophistry. This critic had to regreats,

however about this excellent production. The song which is

almost inseparable associated with the character of Bishu

was omitted and not more people could share in the

enjoyment than could be aacommodated in the packed New

Empire Theatre.
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 ‘you see, if you

come on hour late, Mr Billing, you have to put up with cold meat.’





   

 





 

 

  



‘How good

of you to come up and see us.’I, happened

to be passing and so-(looks into the dining room). But you have company

will you, I see.’

         









 





 











 

 





  







 

  ‘The mayor

wasn’t in a very sweet temper to-night, them,’

‘It is his stomach, he has weethed digestion’   ‘I

rather think it was us two of the “People’s Messenger” that he could not di-

gest’.











  



 





  

 

 



 

 



    





 

   

‘I don’t know anything about politics’

‘All the same one ought to vote, at any rate.’ 

‘Even if one doesn’t know anything about what is going on?’
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The Kabuki dramas are based on popular legends and myth,

or sometimes on historical events, they are performed on a

wide shallow stage with a sort of cause way running from the

left hand side of the stage to the back of the hall along which

the actors make their entrance and exits all this being at about

the level of the audience hands




   

         

        





 

     









         









         








 



            





        




        



         





  





 

        



             



       

         

          



         







        



        





 



         












       

 

           







         

  




 



  



           

 


  

    

        





 





 

         



 





       

          



       

 








 

     

   



       

        

       












         

       



 

           

  

  




 

  

          








The subtle confilict brought out more by Tagore’s inimitable

dialogues then through concrete action would not when staged

permit its easy aprehension by the majority of audience and

so stipped in the producer (Mr. Sambhu Mitra) with his new

psychological thechnique and actors with their rare gifts of

expression to lift the audience to the lure Tagore’s spirit.
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Flood light Flood light   
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Mirror Spot-pattern 23, Strand Co.,

Gobo
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The play was flawlessly presented by Bhurupee’s young

accomplished artistits under Shambhu Mitra’s imaginative

direction.




So much the greater then, my admiration for the produce and

his excellent cast, for the play was enjoyable to the heighest

degree even without the aid of dialogues. What appealed to





me most was that by some subtle emphasis here and there

a rather old theme has been a tremendously contemporary

impact.


 





 



 

       

 



         

  


        



  





 



         







        

 





       








          





         

 

 

        







  

 



      

      





 





   

           

        

  






‘A doll’s house’



  





 

 

 

   

 







Sambhu Mitra’s ‘Putul Khela’ retains the terrifying realism





and the dedicate balance of human relationships of Ibsen’s A

Doll’s House. It is as arresting and welknit as the original. In

the presentation from beginning to the tremendous beginning

to the tremendious tragic finale, through emotions and actions

and action tauntless and tension the play is an experience in

the theatre




 

       




  



          

        



 

       





      

        

         

         












‘A Doll’s House’

   

 

 



  







 

      

  




 



It was a shining and immaculate production which had both

pull and attack and several strudy, animated perpormaness.

The keynote was simplicity. The setting had been devised with

great economy and the lighting was unvariable throughout. The

umphasis was on acting, which had pluencey and passion




   

 







          

 



 

      



 






      



 





 



  

 

 

   



 





  



   













   

   

          

        

  








 

    

 

 

   











  






    























   






    

   







        

        




         







 

      

 

 

          





 

        

        Play is

thing


 











The stage setting pillared front of a palace and an intelligent

spacing of levels suited the peculiar mixture of granduer and

pure simplicity of action which mark the plays It may not be

fair to compare the bengali play with the original; But although

the translation was ably done in keeping with the poclic spirit

of the orginal one missing element was the famous

sophoclean irony which in vain was sought by this reviewer

in the dialogue. Bahurupee seems t have put all their eggs in

the basked of ‘pity and harror’.


  



 

 

 

     







        




 

 







      

         



 



       

        










Sambhu Mitras direction has primarily sought to

emphasizethe realistic content of the play. Therein his success

is undoubted but there is often an overdose of the built-up-

tention. Mitras flair for foolproof coaching is reflected in the

exceedingly high standard of performance put in by the most

of the numbers of the east.
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“The play that is to give them a natural pleasure should tell

them eigher of their own life, or of that life of poetry where

every man can see his image.”
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‘As you like it’
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‘Doll’s House’ 



At last I am begining to understand anti-Ibsenism. It must be

that I am growing old and weak and sentimental and foolish,

for I cannot stand up to reality as I did once. Eight years ago

when Mr. Charnington, with A Dool’s House struck the deci-

sive blow for Ibsen ... I rejoiced in it, and watched the ruin and

havoc it made among the idols and temples of the idealists

as a young war correspondent watches the bombardment of

the unhealthy quarters of a city. But now I understand betten

what it means to the unhappy wretches who can conceive no

other life as possible to them except the Doll’s House life ...

it will be remarked that I no longer dwell on the awakening of

the woman, which was once the central point of the contro-

versy ... we no longer study an object lesson in lord of cre-

ationism, appealing to our sociological interest only. We see

a fellow creature blindly wrecking his happiness and losing

his ‘love life’ and are touched dramatically.
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